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Portfolio - Zwaantje Kurpershoek



The works of Zwaantje Kurpershoek always escape our grasp. Even though they 
are drawn from many divergent sources such as the animal kingdom, everyday 
machinery, worlds of anime, gaming, and sports, they are clearly connected. 
Her diverse works, both flat and spatial, read like words from the same 
language, with all elements undoubtedly leading back to the same focal point.
 
In their hybrid nature, Kurpershoek’s works present the spectator with the 
challenge of deciphering objects that are rather in-between, than one or the 
other, constantly shifting roles and positions, and questioning what are the 
conditions to call something real. Why again does our conventional reality 
dominate the realms of fiction and fantasy?

Text by Menno Vuister

contact@zwaantjekurpershoek.nl

00316 30349709

https://zwaantjekurpershoek.nl

Zwaantje Kurpershoek (1998, Amsterdam), lives and works in Amsterdam
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Vlag namens het dier, gehesen
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1 Transformatie via aanzicht
 2020
 Ceramic
 18×28×20cm

3 Installation view

4 Skinned weasel
 2021
 Wax, metal grid and wallpaper brushes
 45×28×8cm 

5 Slangen en ladders
 2020
 wood and bolts
 60 x 35 x 13
 
6 PU
 2020
 Wax, dressboy and chicken wire
 112×57×58c

7 Installation view

8 Assemblage (Transformatie via aanzicht n.3,  
	 Butterfly	Chariot,	struggles	and	boeffie)
 2020
 Wood, ceramic, wax, glass, metal and mounting  
 glue
 30×75×40cm

9 De Pelgrim
 2019
 Mixed media (parts of stuffed animal,   
 pillowcase, painted metal parts,spoke), PVC  
 tape, cardboard, two screws and a nail
 46×41×56cm

10 Maria
 2019
 Found objects (ceramic head, childrens chair),  
 fabric and rope
 75×37×27cm

11 Installation view

12 Strikwerk
 2020
 Wood, lacquer, oil paint 
 
13  Vlag namens het dier, gehesen
 2019
 Paper, black pencil, printed collage, sewing  
 thread, wood and rope
 122×107×2cm
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